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Abstract. This paper is submitted as a research paper. During pair programming 
activities, promoting and supporting effective dialogue is an important step to-
ward achieving learning outcomes. However, many learners do not have the 
teamwork skills essential for effective collaboration, which can result in conflicts 
between partners, inequity, frustration, and potential failure. This risk may be es-
pecially great for younger learners such as those in middle school. One way to 
improve teamwork is to raise students’ awareness of their own collaborative di-
alogue. In this study, 18 middle school students pair-programmed to complete a 
CS/Science activity. After the activity, we mined the dialogue from the pair pro-
gramming transcripts and created several different interactive visualizations re-
flecting the dialogue processes. Next, we conducted individual think-aloud inter-
views to investigate how students perceive these visualizations, elicit their mis-
conceptions, and receive feedback for further improvement. The results show that 
most students were able to correctly interpret the graphs even though some stu-
dents had confusions about language use. Moreover, most students gave positive 
feedback for the time series chart illustrating the number of words spoken over 
time as well as the dialogue transcript, as it presents a more detailed picture of 
the dialogue process than summative visualizations. The results highlight poten-
tial design improvements on current dialogue visualization tools and point to 
ways to improve help young learners’ collaboration skills. 
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1 Introduction 

Findings from numerous studies indicate the benefits of collaborative learning such as 
positively impacting academic achievement [1] and developing higher levels of reasoning 
and critical thinking [2]. Dialogue is a “gold mine” for generating new ideas, enhancing 
cognitive understanding [3], provoking reasoning [4] and improving critical thinking [5].  
In the computer science (CS) context, pair programming is an effective collaboration ap-
proach for improving productivity [6] and satisfaction [7], increasing student retention in 
CS courses [8] and promoting good programming practices [9]. In pair programming, two 
students work on the same code with two different roles: The driver is responsible for 
writing the code and implementing the solution, while the navigator is responsible for 
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assisting with catching mistakes and providing immediate feedback. On the other hand, 
not all pair programming interactions are successful [10]. Some studies suggested implic-
itly guiding student interactions by providing knowledge-related group awareness infor-
mation, which helps learners regulate their collaborative behaviors and adjust it based on 
the needs of the team. [11–13]. Several studies investigated the effectiveness of visual 
analytics systems that mine dialogue and reflect some metadata such as participation back 
to the group members [14, 15]. 

However, these feedback systems often create visualizations for the total number of 
contributions and disregard the temporal dynamics of the dialogue flow. Knight and Lit-
tleton [16] define temporality as a key facet of data representation for dialogue. While 
cumulative approaches can be useful in uncovering some patterns related to the produc-
tivity of collaborative learning, losing sequential information of interactions is inevitable 
[17, 18]. Several studies [19, 20] have suggested using interactive time-series visualiza-
tions for revealing temporal patterns in collaborative dialogue processes over time. Dyke 
et al. [21] suggest that using a sliding window approach can show the changes over time 
by generating a value of the indicator for a small period interaction time. Any visualiza-
tions presented should be tailored to characteristics of the learners [22] and perceived as 
useful [23, 24] and interpretable by the intended users [11]. 

These challenges lead to an open research question: How can we best support young 
learners’ collaborative problem-solving skills through dialogue visualization approaches? 
To investigate this broad question, we developed an initial dialogue visualization proto-
type that automatically mines students’ dialogues from pair programming activities and 
creates several interactive visualizations showing total turn taking count, total word count, 
total question count, and the number of words spoken over time alongside the dialogue 
transcript. We implemented the prototype in a classroom study and conducted think-aloud 
interviews to investigate students' understanding and expectation of these visualizations.  

The main potential contributions of this work are threefold. First, unlike the preva-
lent literature in this context, this paper suggests using interactive time series-based line 
charts as an alternative to simple pie charts, which provide deeper information about 
the dialogue process. Second, previous literature often focused on visualization studies 
in higher education or informal learning settings; in contrast, this study reflects middle-
grades learners’ needs and expectations. Finally, to our knowledge, this paper is the 
first to investigate a visualization system for supporting students’ collaborative prob-
lem-solving skills in the context of pair programming. 

2 Methods 

Participants: This study was conducted with 18 seventh grade students (ages 11-13) en-
rolled in a science class in a middle school in southeast United States during Spring 2019. 
As part of the classroom activities, students learned the Snap! programming language and 
practiced various CS concepts such as variables, conditionals, loops and object-oriented 
programming, and created computationally rich science activities based on the lesson 
topic (e.g., food web, evolution). The class met five times per week and students had been 
coding with a partner (either a randomly assigned or self-selected partner depending on 
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the lesson) since the beginning of the academic year. Out of the 97 students in the class, 
75 consented to data collection and nine groups (18 students) were randomly selected 
for this study. 

Data: The data was collected as part of a four-day study. On the first day, students 
reviewed the CS concepts that they had learned before. On the second day, students 
were randomly assigned partners to use Snap! in a pair programming activity. The stu-
dents were video/audio recorded during these activities, which were transcribed manu-
ally. Next, these transcriptions were fed into the visualization tool (Bokeh visualization 
library  [25]) to generate interactive charts (Fig.  1 and Fig.  2). On the third day, these 
interactive visuals were given to the students to reflect on during a think-aloud session. 
On the fourth day, pairs completed another evolution activity in Snap!.  

Think-Aloud Interviews. The main focus of this paper is to investigate young learners’ 
perceptions, preferences and expectations of the group awareness visualizations; there-
fore, this paper focuses on the outcomes of the think-aloud sessions [26, 27]. We con-
ducted the interview in three phases: First, we showed them the pie charts and asked 
them about their first impression and understanding of the charts. We also asked them 
what they were thinking as they were looking/clicking and what the numbers on the 
charts meant to them. Second, we showed them the interactive line chart following the 
same procedure. Lastly, we asked them general questions such as whether they would 
want to use these types of charts in future, which chart is most helpful for them and 
suggestions for improvements.  

Charts: The following information was depicted in a pie chart form: (1) the total num-
ber of times they spoke with their partner, (2) total number of words they spoke with 
their partner, and (3) total number of questions they asked during the activity (Fig.  1).   

 
Fig.  1. Pie charts illustrating the total turn taking count, total word count and total question count. 
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Fig.  2. Interactive line chart illustrating the number of words spoken over time. 

Next, a time series-based line chart (Fig.  2) was created based on the sliding window 
approach [28] showing the number of words spoken over time as follows: (1) Count the 
total the number of words spoken by a student within a predefined time window inter-
val, (2) Slide the window by one second (drop the earliest and add a new one) and 
recalculate the total number of words for the new time window, (3) Repeat the same 
process until the window slides over the entire the dialogue. We also integrated a dia-
logue exploration functionality, in which students could select certain areas of the chart 
and examine the dialogue (Fig.  3). 

 

 
Fig.  3. Interactive line chart with a subsection of dialogue selected, along with transcript explo-
ration feature. 
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3 Results 

We first aimed to identify whether the charts were understandable by the students and 
what misconceptions may be present. Three researchers independently rated students’ 
responses for correctness of interpretation. The rating was based on the students’ re-
sponses immediately after the charts were introduced to them. Table 1 shows the number 
of students who interpreted the charts correctly and the interrater reliability scores (a value 
ranging from -1 (perfect disagreement) to 1 (perfect agreement) showing the consensus 
between judges) for each chart. Students were able to interpret most charts correctly ex-
cept the total turn-taking pie chart. Out of 11 students who gave wrong responses, ten 
students thought the pie chart showed the amount of time used for controlling the com-
puter. Given that students were taking turns depending on their roles as driver or naviga-
tor, the confusion about turn taking chart is not surprising. The remaining student mixed 
the turn taking chart with the word count chart. All students could successfully interpret 
the question number pie chart and the line charts. 

 
Table 1. Interpretations accuracy and interrater reliability (Kappa) scores 

Chart Type Correct Interpretation (18 students) Kappa Score 
Turn Taking Count 7 .77 

Word Count 17 .93 
Question Count 18 .85 

Line Chart 18 1 
 

Students often made comments reflecting their thoughts and feelings on the activity 
while engaging with the charts. Several students reported that they talked more because 
the task was confusing, or they were explaining the concepts to their partner. Some 
students reported not being aware of talking more/less during the interaction and they 
would talk more/less to make it balanced. Some students reported that they asked a lot 
of questions because they tried to understand how to do things. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
students talked about the line chart much more than the pie charts. We investigated how 
students used the line chart and the areas that they selected on the line chart, which can 
particularly be important for designing information presentation in future. 

As Table 2 indicates, the majority of students selected the interval parts that they were 
either talking more or less than their partner. One student says, “Well, that, I obviously, 
could've talked more, because the graphs were so different and he obviously, clearly, 
talked way more and I need to ask more questions, and maybe contribute more.” An-
other interesting point is that while some students highlighted the interval parts related 
to their own dialogue, some students focused on the times in which the group talked a 
lot/equal/a little compared to other parts of the chart. While reading their dialogue be-
tween their partner, some students provided explanations that they talked less when 
they were the driver because they were busy with implementing the solution. After ex-
amining the dialogue, one student said, “I think we got off topic a little bit, but we did 
help each other out,” and another student mentioned similar ideas, “Sometimes we get 
off topic, but ... then once we do find out what the next step is, we kind of go off of that.” 
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Table 2. Number of students (out of 18) selecting each type of area on the line graph 

Behavior 
Student 
talked 
more 

Student 
talked 

less 

Group 
talked  
a lot 

Group 
talked 
equal 

Group 
talked  
a little 

Starting Middle Ending 

Number of  
Students 10 6 5 1 4 3 1 5 

 
Out of 18 students, only two students said they would not be interested in using these 

visualizations in the future. Out of 16 students who gave positive responses for using 
the charts in future, nine students preferred the line chart, four students preferred the 
pie chart and two students preferred both types of charts. The most common reasons to 
use the line chart were that it presents more details, shows when they talked the 
most/least, shows the dialogue content, provides information about the strength and 
weaknesses, and is useful for record keeping for future use (remembering how they 
solved the problem). For example, one student said, “It doesn't just tell you how many 
words you spoke and things. It tells you exactly when you spoke and how much you 
spoke at that time, so it's more detailed.”. One student also emphasized the importance 
seeing the dialogue over time: “…because you can see like, everything… Like, it's eas-
ier to see over time.”. Another student emphasized the importance of seeing the tran-
script: “I personally like the line graph more because you can drag and it says exactly 
what we said, whereas here it just says how many like words we spoke and stuff.”. 
Some students also mentioned about the potential impact of the line chart on their be-
havior. One student said, “I think this is good, 'cause it shows who talked when and 
what they said; so it helps them, like, -Oh, I need to talk more, I need to talk less, 
compared to what my partner did.”.  

4 Conclusion 

The overarching goal for this study was to investigate middle school learners’ percep-
tions, preferences and expectations of dialogue visualizations. The findings from 18 
students’ think-aloud interviews indicated that interactive time-based series chart is 
promising for helping students explore the evolving nature of the dialogue during pair 
programming activities, and may support productive reflections on an individual stu-
dent’s dialogue behaviors as well as the group dynamic. In future work, it is important 
to develop dialogue visualizations that adapt to students’ needs such as understanding 
their own contributions, on- and off-topic shifts in dialogue, and building a deeper un-
derstanding of productive dialogue patterns.  
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